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Abstract
This paper concerns error estimates for an approximation method for solving the Dirichlet boundary value
problem of the 2-dimensional reduced wave equation in the exterior region of a disc from theoretical and
practical points of view.
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1. Introduction
This paper concerns error estimates for an approximation method for solving the Dirichlet boundary
value problem of the two-dimensional reduced wave equation in the exterior region of a disc.
We employ a fundamental solution method (FSM, in abbreviation) to derive approximate problems
(E(N)f ).
Fundamental solution methods have long been recognized as a useful computational technique for
solving reduced wave problems in unbounded domains. Among various computational results, the
works of S=anchez-Sesma and Rosenblueth [4] and S=anchez-Sesma [3] were the earliest ones so far
as the authors know.
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Rigorous mathematical studies on FSM applied to two-dimensional exterior reduced wave prob-
lems, however, have been few. Feeling strongly the necessity of mathematical study of the method
when the Brst author formulated an FEM-FSM combined method for the two-dimensional reduced
wave problem in the exterior of a general scattering body [5], the authors started a series of works to
investigate mathematically the properties of FSM applied to reduced wave problems outside a disc.
In the previous paper [7], some of preliminary results have been reported. The unique solvability
of the problems (E(N)f ) has been reported in [8]. The present paper is focused on the discussion of
error estimates from theoretical and practical points of view.
The paper Katsurada and Okamoto [1] is a pioneering work for mathematical analysis of charge
simulation method (CSM, in abbreviation) applied to the Laplace equation in a disc. CSM for
Laplace equation is one of typical examples of FSM. Our theoretical results may be considered as
natural but partial extensions of those in [1] to the Helmholtz equation in a domain exterior to a disc.
We have established error estimates for the problems with boundary data of Bnitely many Fourier
modes, and of plane wave, as in stated in Theorems 3 and 4, respectively, in the present paper.
We introduce a parameter  in Section 2, which may be considered as a normalized wave number
in this work. Our numerical examples are compatible with the theoretical results in the cases of ’s
with moderate magnitude. The larger  becomes, the more oscillatory the behaviour of each basis
function of approximate solution becomes on concentric circles with the origin as their center. Due to
this property we could not re-conBrm the tendency of convergence through numerical computation
even if fairly substantially many precision arithmetic was employed for the computations in the
cases of high values of , say  = 100, and 1000, as in reported in Section 5. In other words, the
rounding phenomena occasionally prevents us from seeing the validity of theoretical convergency
results through numerical computations.
2. Reduced wave problem in the exterior region of a disc and its FSM approximate problems
Let Da be the interior of the circle a with radius a, having the origin as its center. We use the
notation r = r() for the point in the plane corresponding to the complex number rei with r = |r|
where |r| is the Euclidean norm of r∈R2. Similarly we use a = a(), and = (), corresponding
to aei with a= |a|, and ei with = ||, respectively.
Let k be the length of the wave number vector. Consider the following Dirichlet problem (Ef )
of reduced wave problem in the exterior domain 	e of the circle a, with Sommerfeld outgoing




−Mu− k2u= 0 in 	e;




r{ @u@r − iku}= 0:
In the above, f is a complex valued continuous function on a.
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where fn is the Fourier coeNcient of the function f(a()), and H
(1)
n (z) is the Hankel function of








H (1)n (z) = Jn(z) + iYn(z)
with the Bessel function of order n, Jn(z), and the Neumann function of order n, Yn(z).
Now we introduce FSM approximate problems for reduced wave problems in the exterior region
of a disc.




; j = j1 for j∈Z: (1)
Fix a positive number  so as to satisfy 0¡¡a. Let
j = (j); aj = a(j); 06 j6N − 1:
The points j, and aj, are said to be the source, and the collocation, points, respectively. The
arrangement of the set of source points and collocation points introduced as above is called the
equi-distant equally phased arrangement of source points and collocation points, in this paper.
An FSM approximate problem (E(N)f ) of problem (Ef ) in the case of equi-distant equally phased








u(N )(aj) = f(aj); 06 j6N − 1:
In problem (E(N)f ), we use basis functions Gj(r) as follows, with the use of the constant multiple of
the fundamental solution of Helmholtz equation, H (1)0 (kr),
Gj(r) = H
(1)
0 (k|rei − eij |); 06 j6N − 1:







;  = ka:
Fix a positive integer N . We use 1 and l; l∈Z, as in (1) with j = l. Setting
g() = H (1)0 (|1− e−i|);
we deBne
Gl = g(l); l∈Z:
The two-sided inBnite sequence {Gl: l = 0;±1;±2; : : :} has the period N . Further it is symmetric
with respect to N=2. A wave propagation matrix G is deBned through
G = (gjk)06j; k6N−1; gjk = Gj−k ; 06 j; k6N − 1:
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It is to be noted that the matrix G is a complex valued symmetric cyclic square matrix of order N .
Problem (E(N)f ) is reduced to the following linear equations:
Gq = f ;
where
q = (qj)06j6N−1; f = (f(aj))06j6N−1:





qjg(− j;  : ; );
where
g(;  : ; ) = H (1)0 (|− e−i|):
We have employed the Gaussian elimination method to solve the equation Gq=f in our experiments
reported in Section 5. It is generally accepted that the discrete Fourier transform technique is eNcient
to solve the equation since the coeNcient matrix is cyclic. We have made further computations
through this technique to solve the problem. The report on the numerical solutions obtained through
the discrete Fourier transform technique, however, is skipped in this paper.
3. Unique solvability of approximate problems and error estimate for approximate solutions
Denote Fourier coe6cients of the kernel function g() by gn for n∈Z. Due to Graf’s addition
formula [9], we have
gn = H (1)n ()Jn(); n∈Z:
Set the following condition (g).
(g) gn 	= 0 for any n∈Z:
Fix a positive integer N . Using j as deBned in (1), we set N points {j: 06 j6N − 1} as a set







The discrete Fourier coeNcients F (N )n for the function f are deBned analogously.
Now we set the following condition (G(N)).
(G(N)) G(N )n 	= 0 for n∈Z:
Since NG(N )n is the eigenvalue of the matrix G with eigenvector (einj)06j6N−1, condition (G(N)) is
necessary and suNcient for the unique solvability of problem (E(N)f ).
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Let j0;1 be the smallest positive zero of Bessel function of order 0. Then we have
Theorem 1. Let  be smaller than j0;1. Then, for any ∈ (0; 1), the kernel function g() satis8es
the conditions (g) and (G(N)) for any positive integer N .
The following Theorem concerns the unique solvability of (E(N)f ) with arbitrary  in the case of
suNciently large N .
Theorem 2. Let  be an arbitrary positive number. Suppose that, for ∈ (0; 1), the kernel function
g() satis8es condition (g). Then there is a positive number N0 depending on  and  such that
condition (G(N)) holds for any N¿N0.
Due to Theorem 2, we see that, for any positive  and for all ∈ (0; 1) except for Bnitely many
values of  depending on , problem (E(N)f ) has a unique solution provided that N is suNciently
large. The proofs of above two Theorems are written in [8].
Suppose that the boundary data f on a of the approximate problem (E
(N)
f ) has Bnitely many
modes. Namely we assume that there is a positive integer M such that
fn = 0; |n|¿M:
Then we have
Theorem 3. Let  be an arbitrary positive number. Suppose that, for ∈ (0; 1), the kernel function
g() satis8es condition (g). Then there is a positive integer N1 depending on ,  and M with the
properties that there exists uniquely the solution u(N )(r) of the problem (E(N)f ) if N¿N1, and that
for any positive integer m there is a constant C such that if N¿N1, then
‖u(N )(a())− u(a())‖L∞(0;2)6 CNm · max|n|¡M |fn|:
In the above estimate, the constant C is dependent on M and m.
Suppose that the boundary data f on a of the approximate problem (E
(N)
f ) is given by the plane
wave progressing to the direction of x-axis:
f(r) = eikx:
Then we have
Theorem 4. Let  be an arbitrary positive number. Suppose that, for ∈ (0; 1), the kernel function
g() satis8es condition (g). Then there is a positive integer N2 depending on  and  with the
properties that there exists uniquely the solution u(N )(r) of the problem (E(N)f ) if N¿N2, and that
for any positive integer m there is a constant Cm such that if N¿N2, then
‖u(N )(a())− u(a())‖L∞(0;2)6 CmNm :
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We can prove the above two theorems through a general frame work of equi-distant collocation
method for periodic functions with kernel expression described in [7,8].
4. Numerical experiment
We have employed several numerical experiments in order to observe convergence proBles of
approximate solutions u(N )(r()) on the circle a of collocation points. To explain the computation,








All the numerical results reported in the present work except for the calculus of condition number
of the matrix G were obtained with quadruple arithmetic through FORTRAN programs.
Firstly Bx the values of  and .
Let NN = 2048(=211), and compute
g((NN )j ); j = 0; 1; : : : ; NN − 1:
We owe function evaluation programmes for the Bessel and Neumann functions of order 0 to
Ooura [2]. More precisely, the function programme bessel01.f in [2] was employed in our quadruple
arithmetic environment.
Solve Gq = f by Gaussian elimination method.
Then the values
u(N )(a((NN )j )) =
N−1∑
k=0
g((NN )j − (N )k )q(N )k ;
j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; NN − 1; N = 2; 22; : : : ; 210
are computed.
For N = 2; 22; : : : ; 210(=1024), deBne
E(N ) = max
06j6NN−1
|u(N )(a((NN )j ))− u(a((NN )j ))|:
We have employed two types of boundary data. The Brst type is the plane wave progressing to the
direction of x-axis:
f() = ei cos :









The second type is the single mode data of cosine function with mode number m:
f() = cos(m); m= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N=2− 1:
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Table 1
Behaviour of errors in the case of f = ei cos  with  = 1
N = 0:1 = 0:3 = 0:5 = 0:7 = 0:9
4 6.3953E-02 9.3379E-02 1.6741E-01 3.2513E-01 6.7623E-01
16 6.5897E-08 7.9195E-07 2.8469E-05 1.2781E-03 5.7005E-02
64 6.7453E-32 1.6324E-32 2.1396E-20 1.1503E-11 9.1250E-05
256 1.6456E-31 4.0733E-33 2.7258E-33 2.1305E-33 3.7356E-14
1024 4.3406E-31 5.6292E-32 3.2858E-32 3.8293E-32 4.3446E-33
Table 2
Behaviour of errors in the case of f = ei cos  with  = 10
N = 0:1 = 0:3 = 0:5 = 0:7 = 0:9
4 1.8801E+00 3.7420E+00 1.9879E+00 1.9629E+00 2.2777E+00
16 1.7150E+00 1.7155E+00 1.7142E+00 1.7533E+00 2.6302E+00
64 6.2169E-14 1.2342E-13 4.5949E-12 4.4162E-08 1.8058E-03
256 4.7967E-13 2.3756E-26 7.8035E-31 3.2741E-32 6.4904E-13
1024 5.4042E-13 7.8719E-26 9.8562E-30 3.2932E-31 8.8781E-33
Table 3
Behaviour of errors in the case of f = ei cos  with  = 100
N = 0:1 = 0:3 = 0:5 = 0:7 = 0:9
4 4.7304E+00 2.9683E+00 2.7241E+00 4.6942E+00 2.1559E+00
16 5.3351E+00 4.8075E+00 3.0677E+00 3.8923E+00 4.3926E+00
64 2.5864E+00 2.7308E+00 4.2518E+00 4.8330E+00 7.1718E+00
256 8.0289E+03 1.7875E+04 5.6443E+00 3.5383E-07 1.1488E-04
1024 3.9559E+04 7.9369E+03 9.9470E+00 9.2323E-14 2.5192E-29





Tables 1–4 show the behaviour of errors on the circle of collocation points in the case of the plane
wave data. Tables 1–4 correspond to the cases of  = 1, 10, 100, and 1000, respectively. We take
=0:1; 0:3; 0:5; 0:7, and 0.9 for each case of . Upper parts of Figs. 1–4 show comparisons between
the behaviour E(N ) of errors and the condition number C(N ) of wave transmission matrices G. Lower
parts of Figs. 1–4 show the comparisons corresponding to the upper parts of them in the case of the
single mode data of cosine function with mode number m= 16. In these Bgures, upward piecewise
linear curves indicate the behaviour of C(N ), while downward ones indicating those of E(N ). Here
the condition number C(N ) of wave transmission matrices G is taken in the sense of square sum
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Table 4
Behaviour of errors in the case of f = ei cos  with  = 1000
N = 0:1 = 0:3 = 0:5 = 0:7 = 0:9
4 3.1288E+00 2.6109E+00 3.3750E+00 4.4946E+00 2.6333E+00
16 4.0845E+00 4.0854E+00 5.8684E+00 4.1064E+00 4.1757E+00
64 4.3315E+00 4.4208E+00 5.5256E+00 3.6999E+00 3.6699E+00
256 2.4627E+00 5.4645E+00 7.3864E+00 5.4476E+00 5.7834E+00
1024 8.4368E+14 5.5572E+10 2.7131E+00 4.9204E+00 8.7922E+00
Fig. 1. Comparisons between the behaviour of errors and the condition number in the case of f = ei cos  (upper), and
f = cos 16 (lower), with  = 1.
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Fig. 2. Comparisons between the behaviour of errors and the condition number in the case of f = ei cos  (upper), and
f = cos 16 (lower), with  = 10.





We have employed the 500 decimal places arithmetic through mathematical software system Mathe-
matica to obtain the values of G(N )n in order to determine the condition number C(N ). It is noteworthy
that we experienced very miserable results on the condition numbers when we employed relatively
fewer precision arithmetic for the calculation of G(N )n . In fact we could obtain the value C(N ) with
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Fig. 3. Comparisons between the behaviour of errors and the condition number in the case of f = ei cos  (upper), and
f = cos 16 (lower), with  = 100.
the magnitude of more than 10500 in the case of (; ; N )=(1; 0:1; 1024) through 1000 decimal places
arithmetic by Mathematica, for example.
5. Conclusion
Numerical experience indicates us that the tendency of convergence can be observed only when
N becomes very large if  = ka is relatively large, say  ∼ 100. For smaller  = ka, say  up
to 10 or 20, our FSM approximation method works well. Figs. 1 and 2 are compatible with our
theoretical error estimates in Theorems 3 and 4. Further they suggest that the convergence rate seems
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Fig. 4. Comparisons between the behaviour of errors and the condition number in the case of f = ei cos  (upper), and
f = cos 16 (lower), with  = 1000.
almost exponentially fast until the rounding error actually pollutes the behaviour of the error E(N ).
For larger , the method seemingly still works in the Bnite mode problems with relatively small
mode numbers compared with the number N of collocation points. For larger , high precision
arithmetic is necessary, for example, quadruple or more precision arithmetic is required for us to
observe the tendency of convergence. It is to be noted that in the case of  = 1000 we could not
see the convergence proBle for any selected value of  through quadruple precision arithmetic for
the plane wave data within our experiment reported in this paper.
An FSM approximate problem for the Dirichlet problem of reduced wave equation in the exterior
region of a disc is examined in the case of equi-distant equally phased arrangement of source points
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and collocation points. We can show theoretically that for any positive  and for all ∈ (0; 1) except
for Bnitely many values of  depending on , the problem (E(N)f ) has a unique solution provided
that N is suNciently large. Such N may be astronomically large. We can also show theoretically
that for any positive  and for all ∈ (0; 1) except for Bnitely many values of  depending on ,
the solution of (E(N)f ) converges to the exact one as N → ∞ in the cases of the boundary data of
plane wave type and of Bnitely many Fourier modes with the convergence rate of N−m where m
can be taken arbitrary positive integer. An observation of numerical results suggests delicate roles of
rounding errors which hide the true convergence proBle from us doing numerical experiment with
insuNcient precision arithmetic.
We have formulated an FEM-FSM combined method for the 2D reduced wave problem in the
exterior of a general scattering body [5] as a natural extension of FEM-CSM combined method for
the exterior Laplace problem. In the case of exterior Laplace problem, the validity of the method
has been obtained [6]. The convergence results in the present paper are expected to deserve a Brst
step for the mathematical justiBcation of our FEM-FSM combined method for the exterior reduced
wave problem.
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